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Basic Target Guidelines: 

-PLEASE FOLLOW all instructions that were 

included with your A-DAP system!  

-The standard paddles are made from 3/8” AR550 

steel and are identical to our Rifle Dueling Tree and 

are interchangeable between the two systems. All 

paddles may be shot at 10 yards with pistols. Reduced 

pistol paddle is rated for light .223/5.56 at 50 yards, 

the 556 paddles are designed for high volume 556, 

and our 308 paddles are recommended for 308 at 100 

yards and are designed for serious use.  

-Please adhere to safe shooting distances listed on the 

stickers on your A-DAP system! If you own a 3/8” 

AR500 A-DAP, you must adhere always to 100 yards 

minimum even if the paddle is rated for closer 

distances. Always follow the further of the two 

distances if your paddle and silhouette are 

different materials.  

- Pistols may be used on paddles at 10 yards. Reduced 

pistol paddle is rated for light 556 use and can be 

used at 50 yards with 556. The dedicated 556 paddle 

is meant for high volume 556 at 50+ yards. The 308 

paddle is dedicated to 308 and is rated for 50+ yards. 

We also offer 3/16” AR400 paddles for 22LR. Find 

them on our site.  These can be used with 22LR 

handguns or rifles at 10 yards+. 

-DO NOT USE STEEL CORE AMMO OR AMOR 

PIERCING AMMO ON STEEL TARGETS EVER! 

-ALWAYS WEAR APPROVED EYE AND EAR 

PROTECTION WHENEVER ENJOYING 

SHOOTING SPORTS! 

-Please read our separate safe shooting pamphlet 

included with this packaging. It outlines basic 

range safety and safe shooting practices. Please 

consult with trained professionals BEFORE 

partaking in ANY range shooting! 

 

Other Uses for Our Innovative Target: 

Our A-DAP system is easily one of our most popular 

targets. Its audible feedback and durability are second 

to none. It is truly an exceptional system. The 

hostage assembly further creates a truly dynamic 

system that will help further your training.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Hostage Assembly can be used to further hone 

in your accuracy while building speed. One of our 

favorite drills are reload drills using the small paddle. 

It stresses getting the hits and keeps you from getting 

“lazy” and throwing shots. Give it a try! 
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A-DAP HOSTAGE ASSEMBLY 

Congratulations and thank you for your purchase of 

one of our high-quality steel target systems! We are 

pleased to offer you our innovative targets to help 

further your training and shooting goals. Whether for 

tactical drills, scenario training, competition drills, or 

just fun recreation, our steel targets will help make 

your experience that much more enjoyable. Please 

read the simple yet important instructions below to 

ensure your experience is as safe and enjoyable as 

possible 

Key points of your Hostage Assembly 

The hostage assembly for our A-DAP lineup of 

targets is an exciting evolution of the A-DAP system. 

There are (4) bolts that simply bolt the new gusset 

and paddle bracket around your existing A-DAP top 

bracket. A few things to not: First generation A-DAP 

top brackets featured 6 holes and the holes were 

about ¼” in diameter. For these brackets use the 

included 3/16” bolts. For all Gen 2 Brackets (ones 

with four holes) use the included ¼” Bolts and nuts. 

This attachment adds versatility to you’re A-DAP 

system and helps keep your range days exciting. Note: 

This bracket requires basic hand tools to install.  

 

  What is included in the box: 

You should already have an A-DAP System with 

plate, top bracket (below) and base. Note the gen 1 

brackets have 6 holes and the Gen 2 brackets have 4 

holes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-(4) 3/16” bolts and (4) ¼” Bolts. As stated before, 

use the bolts that fit your A-DAP top bracket.  

-We offer this system standard with our Reduced 

Pistol and 556 paddle: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-Note: Other paddle options and sizes can be found 

on our site under “replacement parts”. The paddles 

for this system are the same as our rifle Dueling Tree.  

 

 

 

 

 

 Assembly Pictures: 

 

Assembly of the bracket takes only minutes. Simply 

remove your A-DAP bracket from your current 

target. The gussets will slide around the bracket as 

shown above. Slide the four bolts through the holes 

and ensure that you have the lock nuts fastened 

very tight so they do not come loose during use. 

The above picture shows the bracket assembled.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Paddle simply drops into the gussets on the 

hostage bracket assembly. There is a special slot in 

the center of the arc that allows the paddles to slid 

in and effectively lock into place. This ensures they 

do not jump out during use.  

Continued onto other side >>> 
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